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Editor’s note
Six years ago, Katie Williams and Laurie Green created this amazing outlet for medical  
students to share their artistic and literary talents.  Since then, type.cast has continued 
to expand as a venue to display the talents of the entire health sciences community. This 
year, we are proud to say that we have representation from the Department of Public Health 
and School of Dental Medicine in addition to faculty, staff, medical students, and physicians 
of the Brody School of Medicine.  In embracing the diversity of our healthcare community, we 
have strived to produce a publication that reflects and encompasses the fundamental nature of 
life through various lenses.

Life is not about the date of your birth or death but about the journey in between.  Much 
like this old adage, we here at type.cast have compiled a body of work that mirrors the 
reality that many of us in the medical field experience each day.  This year’s edition of 
type.cast features art and literature that portrays the very essence of life and existence 
itself.  It gives me great pleasure to present the 2013 publication of type.cast – from death 
to inception, bringing you full circle through the journey of life. 
 
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to the Department of Bioethics and  
Interdisciplinary Studies for their continued support and financial sponsorship.  A special 
thanks is also owed to Dr. Todd Savitt for his steadfast leadership and guidance for the past 
five years.  To this year’s staff, words cannot express my appreciation for your hard work 
and dedication to this year’s edition of type.cast.  Our success is a testament to your 
collaborative efforts in carefully selecting the art and literary works, editing, and 
designing this publication.  Ultimately, the success of this publication is a direct result 
of all the wonderful submissions shared with us.    

      
      Olivia Money, MS3  
      editor-in-chief

2013 Crew
Dylan Suttle, MS2  graphic design, layout
Nicole Merli, MS3  literary editor, public relations
Brandon Mills, MS3  literary editor
Rich Lamm, MS4   literary editor
Phillip Bostian, MS3  webmaster

we welcome comments, suggestions, donations and submissions for future editions
brody.type.cast@gmail.com     www.ecu.edu/typecast
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            Title     
 
3    Gertie’s Dissection   Christinia Peroutka, MS4
4    Memorial      Emmanuel Zervos, MD
5    What do you really need?   Anna Bowling, MS3
6    Margaret Ray    Annette Greer, PhD, MSN, RN
7    Prayer Beads     Claudia Douglas, MS1
8    Untitled      Sarah Comptom, MS2
9    Tito      Dino Maglic, MS1
10   Amsterdam     Holly Dieu, MS1 
11   On The Other Side    Kelley Haven, MS4
12   Ruiner      Philip Bostian, MS3
13   The Firehose     Olivia Money, MS3
14   Wright Auditorium    Ransom Loftis, MS3
15   Marketplace     Claudia Douglas, MS1
16   Barcelona      Holly Dieu, MS1
17   Napa Train Tracks    Christopher Chappel
     Golden Gate
     Fisherman’s Wharf Pier 
18   Heartache’s Visitor   Olivia Money, MS3
19   Amazonian Gunner    Rocky Proctor, MS4
20   African Safari    Rami Eltaraboulsi, MS3
21   Peacock     Elaine Shao, MS1
22   Beautiful Disorder   Aaron Wallace, MS1
     Hair Complicated    Olivia Money, MS3
23   Body Project #1    Ashley Hink, MS4
24   Marley     Dino Maglic, MS1
25   Compromise    Chase Jones, MS1
26   Burano     Elaine Shao, MS1
27   Les Petits Plaisiers   Chase Jones, MS1
     Joy     Kelley Haven, MS4
28   Look Up     Dino Maglic, MS1
29   Legacy     Dylan Suttle, MS2
30   The Duck     Ransom Loftis, MS3
     Spring time    Marsha Hall
31   Is Your Mama a Lama?   Nichelle Barbari, MS3 
32   A Mother’s Love     Kay Khine, MS4

left  The Love Footprint   Kay Khine, MS4
right Untitled    Dino Maglic, MS1 
back   Embryo     Ian Bryan, MS1
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I have asked myself numerous times this semester if I could perform the same selfless 
act of donating my body… and I do not know if I could.

Many times over the past few months I had to remove myself, in a sense, from the dissection, especially when we cut up 
the face, or the hands, or when we sawed off the leg.  It was hard at those times to think of the lifeless form in front of 
me as a human body, because the incisions, breaking and sawing felt like violent mutilations of a person.  I also found 
myself disconnecting from the process when my thoughts drifted to close friends and family who have made the 
decision to donate their bodies.  How much, I asked myself, do they really know about the process?  Do they know that 
every inch of their bodies, once whole, will be dissected and cut?  Do they know that with time, their muscles and veins, 
their faces and hands will shrivel into unrecognizable, crunchy masses and bits of tissue?  That those expressions that 
defined them and the vessels that carried life through them will be no more?  …Should I dissuade them?

Get rid of it!  Cut it out!  Clear it away and find everything you need to by 12:30.  Lunchtime, the sacred hour, must 
not be infringed upon!  Gosh, I often thought to myself, I am so hungry, even though I’m cutting through masses of 
fat.  

Surely, we as humans recognize that after death our bodies will disintegrate and decay, but an existence post-mortem 
on the dissection table is somewhat unique in that our bodies are cut limb for limb, muscle from muscle in a rapid 
dismemberment in which our parts don’t fade into ash or into the ground with time, but rather are studied detail for 
detail by countless people.  If my cadaver were somehow watching from her afterlife… I hope she wasn’t too shocked. 
I hope she wasn’t too disappointed that sometimes my thoughts strayed from those feelings of gratitude that she 
deserves.  I hope that she saw somehow an art in the dissection, and was proud to be the source of such fascination and 
learning, as she was.  

This semester, I felt so many emotions in the cadaver lab… fear, fascination, disgust, pride, frustration.  At times 
I laughed when I probably shouldn’t have.  At others, I cursed the cadaver that didn’t shed those extra pounds of 
yellow padding that seemed to hide all of the important structures.  However, at the end, I feel a sense of admiration 
and tremendous gratitude for the ultimate selflessness of the person who was my cadaver.  Gertie, as it turns out was 
a small town beautician.  I guessed her age was around 60.  She was 83.  Come to think of it, she really did have nice 
hair and a very pleasant face.  You could tell she was well-cared for.  When I think about Gertie, I can see her laughing 
with her clients, sharing some of their most intimate secrets and worries… her life was one of service to others, even to 
the very end.  With these facts, my dissection was gentler, my attitude more compassionate, and as I cleaned the table 
and discarded her last remnants I know there was a softness in my attitude, because I am and will always be profoundly 
grateful for this opportunity to learn, and somehow I am changed.  

Gertie’s Dissection
Christina Peroutka - MS4
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Memorial

Emmanuel Zervos, MD - Surgical Oncology
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What Do You Really Need?
Anna Bowling - MS3
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She lay upon the bed, and not in gentle rest nor slumber

Her beauty past with layers of skin transparent as boiled onion skin

No longer fresh but torn, laden with nevi and keratoses

Brittle nails on claw-like hands and dense curved nails extend beyond her feet

Muscle has been consumed to survive and veins prominent stand

Within the confines of a room with only bed and dresser, one chair

Her roommate passed and another placed, stranger wheels about

All her life has been displaced but a board of pictures

Scattered within the sight of others, invisible to her unseeing eyes

Hearing aids, eye glasses, and dentures stored away from lack of use

She lay upon her bed curled in fetal stance, bone upon bone

At times, she strikes like viper to touch and song, at other moments

A light engages her eyes, and a brief smile upon her lips passes, short-lived as a sigh

Alive until dead or dying in life, where is the dignity in being when there is no longer knowing.

Margaret Ray 
Annette G. Greer, PhD, MSN, RN
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Prayer Beads 
Claudia Douglas - MS1
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 Untitled - handcrafted glass beads  

Sarah Compton - MS2
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Tito - charcoal 16.5” x 19”
Dino Maglic - MS1
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Amsterdam

Holly Dieu - MS1
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I have been with a friend as she waited in the emergency department to be seen for a mind that was breaking off into 
pieces and floating away.  It was terrifying and beautiful all at the same time.  She cried and screamed at 

those of us closest to her, mentally filleted out for all of us gathered to witness.  She made incisive sense one moment; then she would 
trail off into an unintelligible diatribe.  We danced to translate her restlessness into something resembling peace.
 
She was treated like a child.  She was put into a clean bed and tucked in with the sweetest tranquilizer candy.  They poked holes in her 
arm.  She was asked to draw clocks and count numbers backwards.  She was asked to repeat her own name.  I felt like cornering the 
patronizing staff.  She just needed a safe place to find some sleep and a trustworthy clinician to listen to her.  An icy psychiatry chief 
resident chided that since I was not immediate family, she could not share any of the patient’s confidential information or treatment plan 
with me.  No one was listening. 
 
Then this spirit-of-the-buffalo man appeared in the room.  He must have been seven feet tall, with shaggy brown silver hair down to his 
mid-back, a button-down black shirt with silver detailing, work-worn jeans and cowboy boots.  He could have been a hallucination.  He 
told us how it was “on the unit,” told us we could see her for mealtimes--lunch and dinner; that was it.   And don’t bring anything in from 
the outside.  Said he’d been working here a long time, and the more you follow the rules the quicker she gets out.  Said good luck.  Then 
he disappeared, as majestically as he had appeared.  I never caught his name or title.  Somehow I felt better.
 
A day later, I am waiting in the unit lobby during the lunch hour.  Two of the five of us there to see her are allowed back at a time.  I am 
smuggling in two freshly picked peaches that smell like summer.  They are fuzzy and swaddled in a yellow handmade cloth napkin.  I 
silently dare anyone to take them away.
 
The lobby is full of signs of despair.  A wooden children’s toy bolted to the baseboard is grease-stained and missing most of its pieces.  
Magazines from last year boast “How to Get Your Man Back,” short of the missing pages.  An effusive toddler is being told to shut up by 
her distracted mother.  The three of us waiting look into each other’s faces and talk in quiet voices about how much longer she might be 
here.
 
The heavy, unforgiving door to the unit opens then slams locked. 
It’s my turn to go back.

On the Other Side
Kelly Haven - MS4
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Ruiner 

Phillip Bostian - MS3



 13 The Firehose
Olivia Money - MS3



   14Wright Auditorium 
Ransom Loftis - MS3



 15
Marketplace
Claudia Douglas - MS1



   16
Barcelona 

Holly Dieu - MS1
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Napa Train Tracks

Golden Gate

Fisherman’s Wharf Pier
Acrylic & Ink 18” x 24”
Christopher Chappell - Director of Student Services, ECU SoDM
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   Gasping for air from under a plastic bag
Vomit fills my throat, I’m trying not to gag
Unplugged from my socket, the lights are not on
Can’t think, can’t sleep, merely living seems foreign
I’ve cried out all my tears, nothing left but the tension
In my neck, the weight of it all no longer in suspension
Time does not matter, neither does the place
Curled in a tight ball, is the only space that feels safe

And then a tap on the shoulder, I peer above my knees
Startled and frightened, in the house, I know it’s just me
This heartache is so real; so too are my senses
Could someone have slipped by with me so defenseless?
In such a vulnerable state, there’s no way for a fair shot 
Surely with proper inspection, my visitor will be caught
To the left, to the right, I look and no one’s there
God must have sent me an angel to remind me that this too I can bear

Heartache’s Visitor
Olivia Money - MS3
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Amazonian Gunner - watercolor/pen & ink (10” x 13”)
Rocky Proctor - MS4
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African Safari - acrylic on canvas (11” x 14”)

Rami Eltaraboulsi - MS3
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Peacock
Elaine Shao - MS1
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There is beauty in the disorder
of the human body.
The asymmetry that gives rise
to anomaly, unpaired and rerouted
to suit the purpose of the vasculature,
flowing this way and that,
perfect in its own way.
 
There is beauty in the disorder
which makes us individual.
At the tissue, in the cell,
the skin in which we dwell
is perfect in its imperfection.
 
There is beauty in the disorder
of wake and sleep.
Undreamt dreams, lack of sleep,
and all those things.
That is the human condition.

Hair Complicated
Olivia Money - MS3

Beautiful Disorder
Aaron F. Wallace - MS1
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Body Project #1 - watercolor/charcoal/oil pastel 14”x17”
Ashley Hink - MS4
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Marley - charcoal 30” x 44”

Dino Maglic - MS1
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Compromise - Kusadasi, Turkey
Chase Jones - MS1
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Burano

Elaine Shao - MS1
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i am recovering from the disease of achievement.
 
as a kid, i remember feeling transparent and light-headed
on the stage at award ceremonies.
my heart raced as i heard my name called again and again.
 
i felt dizzy and drunk with attention as i gave a mediocre speech
at my high school graduation, cloaked in false humility and stale humor.
 
i was listed and praised and awarded and promoted
all the way through a fine liberal arts education
to a fine medical school.
 
then i saw two lines and i heard a heartbeat.
 
and the dean asked me if i planned to keep her.
and i thought,
if you were a woman, you never would have asked me that.
 
i am now a chronically happy un-achiever  
whose honors include:
Mother, Sister, Daughter,
Dancer, Gardener, Musician.
 
my residency application lists
academic honors: none.
 
my Joy flies like a bird loosed from a cage.

Les Petits Plaisiers
Chase Jones - MS1

Joy
Kelley Haven - MS4
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Look Up - charcoal 8” x 18”

Dino Maglic - MS1
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Legacy - acrylic on canvas 20” x 30”
Dylan Suttle - MS2
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She is still.  Calm on the surface with her short white 
unruffled feathers.

But wait!  A fury of activity lies beneath the surface of these muddy waters.
She fools all-unaware of her constant struggles.
She sits hidden by a stoic face and knack for deception.
“A sitting duck,” she is called but nothing is further from the truth,
For truly sitting is death; And death is to be cheated.
 
But these waters have been muddy for quite some time,
She wonders when the tide will change.
Alas, the tide does change.  Everything changes.
She follows suit, careful to remain in formation.
A strong wind welcomes a putrid smell in the air. 
A taste of death.  Carcasses abound.
From muddy waters to bloody waters, she waits her turn.
Waddling past death, she presses on--must find clearer water.
This life is suffocating.  No turning back now.
 
What is this?  Her feathers grow out--the tides again change.
Death is no longer to be found.  Clear waters reveal the truth.
The truth lies beneath the surface.
All the young ducklings watch in awe.
A sitting duck?  HA! 
Her feathers have grown long with a hint of grey.
 
These tides will once again change--but for now, they are still.
She appears still, but nothing could be further from the truth.
Her weathered face gives way to her softened soul.
She sighs, “This won’t last for long.”
The tide begins to change again, but the white duck remains--
Calm on the surface, but paddling like hell below.

The Duck
Ransom Loftis - MS3

Spring Time
Marsha Hall - BSOM Administration
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is Your Mama a Lama?
Nichelle Barbari - MS3



A Mother’s Love
Kay Khine - MS4

36
Is Your Mama a Lama?

Nichelle Barbari - M3    32
A Mother’s Love

Kay Khine - MS4
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